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ABSTRACT
Absorption-line spectroscopy of multiply-lensed QSOs near a known foreground
galaxy provides a unique opportunity to go beyond the traditional one-dimensional
application of QSO probes and establish a crude three-dimensional (3D) map of halo
gas around the galaxy that records the line-of-sight velocity field at different loca-
tions in the gaseous halo. Two intermediate-redshift galaxies are targeted in the field
around the quadruply-lensed QSO HE 0435−1223 at redshift z = 1.689, and absorp-
tion spectroscopy along each of the lensed QSOs is carried out in the vicinities of these
galaxies. One galaxy is a typical, star-forming L∗ galaxy at z = 0.4188 and projected
distance of ρ = 50 kpc from the lensing galaxy. The other is a super-L∗ barred spiral
at z = 0.7818 and ρ = 33 kpc. Combining known orientations of the quadruply-lensed
QSO to the two foreground galaxies with the observed Mg II λλ 2796,2803 absorption
profiles along individual QSO sightlines has for the first time led to spatially resolved
kinematics of tenuous halo gas on scales of 5 − 10 kpc at z > 0.2. A Mg II absorber
is detected in every sightline observed through the halos of the two galaxies, and the
recorded absorber strength is typical of what is seen in previous close QSO–galaxy
pair studies. While the multi-sightline study confirms the unity covering fraction of
Mg II absorbing gas at ρ < 50 kpc from star-forming disks, the galaxies also present
two contrasting examples of complex halo gas kinematics. Different models, includ-
ing a rotating disk, collimated outflows, and gaseous streams from either accretion
or tidal/ram-pressure stripping, are considered for comparisons with the absorption-
line observations, and infalling streams/stripped gas of width >∼ 10 kpc are found to
best describe the observed gas kinematics across multiple sightlines. In addition, the
observed velocity dispersion between different sightlines offers a crude estimate of tur-
bulence in the Mg II absorbing halo gas. The observations presented here demonstrate
that multiple-QSO probes enable studies of spatially resolved gas kinematics around
distant galaxies, which provide key insights into the physical nature of circumgalactic
gas beyond the nearby universe.
Key words: galaxies:halos – galaxies:intergalactic medium – quasars:absorption lines
– galaxies:kinematics and dynamics
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Space Telescope operated by the Space Telescope Science Insti-
tute and the Association of Universities for Research in Astron-
omy, Inc., under NASA contract NAS 5-26555
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1 INTRODUCTION
A key element in theoretical studies of galaxy formation and
evolution is an accurate characterization of gas infall and
outflows around star-forming regions, two competing pro-
cesses that regulate star formation over cosmic time. Cap-
turing these processes in observations is therefore of great
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interest and importance in validating our view of how galax-
ies grow. Since the pioneering work of Boksenberg & Sargent
(1978), Boksenberg et al. (1980), and Bergeron (1986), ab-
sorption spectroscopy of distant QSOs has been utilized as
an effective means of probing tenuous gas around galaxies.
For every projected galaxy and QSO pair, the background
QSO serves as a single pencil beam to explore the line-of-
sight gas distribution through the galactic halo at the pro-
jected distance where the QSO appears.
While QSO absorption spectroscopy offers unparalleled
sensitivities for uncovering low-density gas, a single QSO
spectrum does not yield a two-dimensional map of halo gas
around individual galaxies like conventional 21 cm obser-
vations (e.g. Chynoweth et al. 2008). Studies of halo gas
around distant galaxies have therefore relied on a statistical
approach to characterize the spatial distribution of tenuous
gas in galactic halos (e.g. Lanzetta & Bowen 1990) and to
estimate a mean value of gas covering fraction (e.g. Lanzetta
et al. 1995; Chen et al. 2010a; Tumlinson et al. 2011) over an
ensemble of intervening galaxies. However, details regarding
the spatial variation of gas density and kinematics remain
unknown for individual halos. Knowing the kinematics of
halo gas revealed in absorption-line surveys bears signifi-
cantly on all effort to characterize gas infall and outflows
around star-forming galaxies using absorption spectroscopy
(e.g. Faucher-Gigue`re & Keresˇ 2011).
Recent galaxy survey data have revealed the ubiqui-
tous presence of outflows in star-forming galaxies at z > 0.7,
through observations of blue-shifted Mg IIλλ 2796,2803 self-
absorption against the UV light from star-forming regions
(e.g. Weiner et al. 2009; Rubin et al. 2010; Bordoloi et al.
2013). Although the distance of the outflowing material is
unknown in these observations (but see Rubin et al. 2011
and Martin et al. 2012 for two cases that exhibit outflow-
ing gas in emission out to ∼ 10 kpc), such finding has trig-
gered several follow-up studies that attribute the majority of
metal-line absorbers (such as Mg II, C IV, and O VI) uncov-
ered along random sightlines to those high-speed outflows
revealed through self-absorption of UV light (e.g. Steidel
et al. 2010; Chelouche & Bowen 2010; Nestor et al. 2011;
Tumlinson et al. 2011; Werk et al. 2013). Such interpreta-
tion naturally implies a minimal presence of gas accretion
around star-forming galaxies.
An additional empirical finding that supports the no-
tion of a non-negligible fraction of metal-line absorbers orig-
inating in starburst driven outflows is the enhanced Mg II
absorption near the minor axes and within 50 projected kpc
of disk galaxies at z ∼ 0.7 by Bordoloi et al. (2011). This
finding has been followed by reports of a possible bimodal
azimuthal dependence of Mg II absorbers (e.g. Bouche´ et al.
2012; Kacprzak et al. 2012), attributing metal-line absorbers
observed near minor axes to outflowing gas and those ob-
served near major axes to infalling gas. A bimodal distribu-
tion in the disk orientation of a Mg II-selected galaxy sample
suggests that both gas infall and outflows contribute com-
parably to the absorber population. It also suggests that
the physical origin of an absorber can be determined if the
disk orientation is known. However, the velocity field of out-
flows/accretion is not known and such report has also raised
new questions.
For example, a natural expectation for absorption lines
produced in outflows is that the observed velocity profile de-
pends on the inclination of the star-forming disk, with the
largest velocity spread expected when looking directly into
a face-on star-forming disk (e.g. Gauthier & Chen 2012).
While such inclination-dependent absorption width is clearly
seen in the self-absorption of galaxy UV light (e.g. Kornei et
al. 2012; Bordoloi et al. 2012), it appears to be weak or ab-
sent among random absorbers found in transverse direction
from star-forming galaxies (e.g. Bordoloi et al. 2011; Bouche´
et al. 2012). The lack of correlation between absorber width
and disk inclination appears to be discrepant from the ex-
pectations of an outflow origin. In addition, galactic-scale
outflows in local starbursts are observed to follow the path
of least resistance along the polar axis (e.g. Heckman et
al. 1990). If this feature also applies to distant star-forming
galaxies, then known disk orientation and inclination allow
us to deproject the observed line-of-sight velocity distribu-
tion along the polar axis and examine the energetics required
to power the outflows. Gauthier & Chen (2012) showed that
if the Mg II absorbers observed at ρ > 7 kpc from star-
forming galaxies originate in outflows, then either the out-
flows are decelerating (inconsistent with the interpretation
of blue-shifted absorption tails by Martin & Bouche´ 2009
and Steidel et al. 2010) or there needs to be additional ki-
netic energy input at > 10 kpc beyond the disk plane. Fi-
nally, Chen (2012) showed that both the spatial extent and
mean absorption equivalent width of halo gas around galax-
ies of comparable mass have changed little since z ≈ 2.2,
despite the observations that individual galaxies at z ≈ 2
on average were forming stars at > 20 times faster rate
than low-redshift galaxies (Wuyts et al. 2011). The constant
spatial profile in absorption around galaxies of disparate
star formation properties is difficult to reconcile, if these
absorbers originate primarily in starburst driven outflows.
Consequently, the origin of halo gas revealed in absorption
spectroscopy remains an open question and to fully under-
stand the origin and growth of gaseous halos around galaxies
requires new observations.
To go beyond the traditional one-dimensional applica-
tion of QSO probes, we have targeted two intermediate-
redshift galaxies in the field around the quadruply-lensed
QSO HE 0435−1223 at z = 1.689 (Wisotzki et al. 2002) and
searched for absorption features in the spectra of individual
lensed QSO images that are associated with the galaxies.
The four QSO images are separated by ≈ 1.6′′ − 2.5′′ (Fig-
ure 1) and serve as a natural integral field unit for map-
ping the kinematics of halo gas around individual galaxies
in the foreground. A fundamental difference between our
study and previous absorption-line analyses toward lensed
or binary QSOs (e.g. Rauch et al. 1999, 2001a,b, 2002; Mar-
tin et al. 2010) is in the prior knowledge of the locations
of the associated galaxies. Absorption-line spectroscopy of
multiply-lensed QSOs near a known foreground galaxy al-
lows us to establish a crude three-dimensional (3D) map of
halo gas around the galaxy that records the line-of-sight ve-
locity field along with the two-dimensional (2D) distribution
of absorption strength. Combining the absorption profiles
revealed along multiple sightlines with known orientation of
the star-forming disk with respect to individual sightlines
allows us for the first time to resolve the kinematics of ten-
uous halo gas on scales of 5− 10 kpc for galaxies at z > 0.2
(cf. Verheijen et al. 2007), and offers a unique opportunity
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Figure 1. Optical composite image of the field surrounding
HE0435−1223 made using the HST/WFC3 UVIS channel and
the F275W filter, and ACS WFC and the F555W and F814W
filters. The four lensed images (ABCD) of the background QSO
at z = 1.689 are well resolved from the lens at zlens = 0.4546 with
a maximum angular separation of AC = 2.5′′. Galaxies, G1 and
G2, are spectroscopically identified at z = 0.4188 and z = 0.7818,
respectively (see § 3 for discussion).
to begin to constrain models for inflows and galactic-scale
outflows.
In the field around HE 0435−1223, we have identified
two galaxies in close projected distances from the lensed
QSOs (at angular separations θ < 10′′). As demonstrated
in the following sections, one is a typical blue star-forming
galaxy at redshift z = 0.4188 and the other is a massive
quiescent star-forming barred spiral at z = 0.7818. High-
quality images of the field are available in the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) data archive, allowing us to obtain accurate
measurements of the orientation of the star-forming disks.
Here we present spatially resolved velocity maps of halo gas
around these two intermediate-redshift galaxies based on a
joint analysis of absorption-line observations and relative
alignments between the star-forming disks and each of the
four QSO sightlines.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the observations and data reduction. In Section 3, we
present the observed and derived photometric and spectro-
scopic properties of two galaxies in the foreground of the
lensed QSO. In Section 4, we take into account known mor-
phologies of the galaxies and present the velocity maps of
their gaseous halos. We compare the observations with pre-
dictions based on different models and discuss the impli-
cations of our results in Section 5, and summarize the re-
sults of our study in Section 6. We adopt a ΛCDM cos-
mology, ΩM = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7, with a Hubble constant
H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1 throughout the paper.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
To spatially resolve the velocity field of halo gas around
galaxies, both high spatial resolution images of the galax-
ies and high spectral resolution absorption spectra of back-
ground QSOs are needed. The high spatial resolution images
of the galaxies allow us to determine the orientation and in-
clination of the star-forming disks relative to the lines of
sight to the background QSOs. The high spectral resolution
absorption spectra allow us to resolve individual absorbing
components, thereby characterizing gas flows in galactic ha-
los. In addition, moderate-resolution spectra of the galaxies
enable both precise measurements of their systemic redshifts
and accurate measurements of the gas-phase metallicity in
the star-forming ISM. Here we describe available imaging
and spectroscopic data for the field around HE 0435−1223.
2.1 Imaging Observations
Optical imaging observations of the field around
HE 0435−1223 were performed with the HST Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS) using the F555W and F814W
filters (PID 9744; PI: C. Kochanek). Additional imaging
observations of this field were performed with the HST
Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) using the UVIS channel
and the F275W filter (PID 11732; PI: C. Kochanek). The
imaging data were retrieved from the HST data archive
and processed using the standard reduction pipeline. We
registered these frames to a common origin using stars in
the field. A color composite image of the field around the
lens is presented in Figure 1. The mean FWHM of the point
spread function for all three filters is approximately 0.1′′.
In the ACS images, the four lensed images (ABCD) of the
background QSO at z = 1.689 are well resolved from the
lens at zlens = 0.4546 with a maximum angular separation
of AC = 2.5′′ between images A and C.
2.2 Galaxy Spectroscopy
We have obtained optical spectra of two spiral galaxies,
G1 and G2, at angular separations θlens < 10
′′ from the
lens (Figure 1). The galaxies were selected based on their
proximity to the line of sight toward the quad lens. G1
at θlens = 8.9
′′ was targeted spectroscopically by Mor-
gan et al. (2005), who reported a redshift measurement of
z = 0.4191 ± 0.0002. G2 at θlens = 4.4′′ was considered a
possible member associated with the gravitational lens at
zlens = 0.45, but detailed lens models from previous studies
by Wisotzki et al. (2003) and Morgan et al. (2005) showed
that this galaxy is likely located at a cosmologically dis-
tinct redshift from the lens. We targeted both galaxies for
spectroscopy. The observations were carried out using MagE
(Marshall et al. 2008) on the Magellan Clay Telescope at the
Las Campanas Observatory.
MagE is a high-throughput echellette spectrograph that
offers a contiguous spectral coverage from λ = 3100 A˚
through 1µm. We used a 1′′ slit and 2 × 1 binning during
readout, which yielded a spectral resolution of FWHM ≈
150 km s−1. The observations of each galaxy were carried
out on the night of 15 December 2012 in a sequence of two
exposures of duration 900 s to 1800 s each. The slit was
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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aligned along the optimal parallactic angle for the dura-
tion of the observations. The mean seeing condition over
the period of integration was 0.8′′. The galaxy data were
processed and reduced using the data reduction software
described in Chen et al. (2010a). In summary, wavelengths
were calibrated using a ThAr frame obtained immediately
after each exposure and subsequently corrected to vacuum
and heliocentric wavelengths. Cross-correlating the observed
sky spectrum with the sky emission atlas published by
Hanuschik (2003) confirmed that the wavelength calibration
was accurate to ≈ 7 km s−1. Relative flux calibration was
performed to correct for the response function of individual
echellette orders, using a sensitivity function derived from
earlier observations of the flux standard EG274. Individual
flux-calibrated orders were coadded to form a single spec-
trum.
2.3 QSO Absorption Spectroscopy
Echellette spectroscopic observations of the lensed QSOs
were obtained using MagE on 31 August 2011. The observa-
tions were carried out using a 1′′ slit and 1×1 binning during
readout, which yielded a spectral resolution of FWHM ≈ 70
km s−1. The mean seeing condition over the period of inte-
gration was ≈ 0.7′′ − 0.8′′. The total exposure time accu-
mulated for each lensed QSO ranged from 3300 seconds for
images A and C to 3600 seconds for imageD. The QSO spec-
tra were processed and reduced using the same customized
reduction pipeline described in § 2.2. Individual echellette
orders were continuum normalized and coadded to form a
single spectrum that covers a spectral range from λ = 3050
A˚ to λ = 1µm. The continuum was determined using a
low-order polynomial fit to spectral regions that are free of
strong absorption features. The continuum-normalized spec-
tra have S/N >∼ 10 − 20 per resolution element at λ >∼ 3800
A˚.
To resolve gas kinematics in galactic halos, higher res-
olution absorption spectra are necessary. We have therefore
attempted echelle spectroscopy for the lensed QSOs, using
the MIKE echelle spectrograph (Bernstein et al. 2003) on the
Magellan Clay telescope. MIKE delivers an unbinned pixel
resolution of 0.12′′ along the spatial direction and ≈ 0.02
A˚ along the spectral direction in the blue arm that covers a
wavelength range from λ = 3200 A˚ through λ = 5000 A˚. The
observations were carried out on the nights of 15 and 16 of
December 2012. The mean seeing condition over this period
was 0.7′′. Because the lensed QSOs are faint with gA = 19.0,
gB = 19.5, gC = 19.6, and gD = 19.6 mag (Wisotzki et al.
2002), we experimented with two sets of heavy binning 3×3
and 2×4 during readout in order to achieve sufficient signal
(S/N ≈ 10 per resolution element) in a reasonable amount
of exposure time. While the instrument line spread function
is slightly under-sampled with the adopted binning, the ob-
servations still allow us to resolve velocity profiles on scales
of ∼ 10 km s−1.
We succeeded in observing three (ABC) of the four
lensed QSO images using MIKE. QSO image B was ob-
served on the first night. The observations consist of 3×3600
s exposures. We used a 0.7′′ slit and 3 × 3 binning during
readout, which yielded a spectral resolution of FWHM≈ 9
km s−1 at λ = 4000 A˚. However, it quickly became clear
that the heavy binning along the spatial direction makes an
accurate sky subtraction challenging with image A at ≈ 1.6′′
away. We therefore observed A and C on the second night,
using a 0.7′′ slit and 2×4 (spatial × spectral) binning during
readout. The observations include a total exposure time of
5200 s and 6600 s for A and C, respectively.
The data were processed and reduced using a cus-
tomized reduction pipeline developed by G. Becker and
kindly offered to us by the author. In summary, individual
spectral images were first bias-subtracted and corrected for
pixel-to-pixel variation using twilight flats obtained through
a diffuser. Next, a 2D wavelength map, corrected to vac-
uum and heliocentric wavelengths, was produced using a
ThAr frame obtained immediately after each exposure. Ob-
ject spectra were then optimally extracted using a Gaussian
profile that matches the width of object profile along the
cross-dispersion direction in each order. Neighboring objects
(other lensed images in the case presented here) that moved
into the slit during individual exposures were masked during
spectrum extraction. Next, flux calibration was performed
using a sensitivity function derived from observations of
the flux standard Feige 110, and individual flux calibrated
echelle orders were coadded to form a single spectrum. Fi-
nally, these order-combined individual exposures were con-
tinuum normalized and stacked to form one final combined
spectrum per QSO using an optimal weighting routine. The
continuum was determined using a low-order polynomial fit
to spectral regions that are free of strong absorption fea-
tures.
3 ANALYSIS OF GALAXY PROPERTIES
The HST images described in § 2.1 show that while the two
galaxies at θlens < 10
′′ from the lens (Figure 1) can be gener-
ally characterized as nearly face-on barred spirals, they dis-
play distinct colors and resolved morphologies. Specifically,
G1 at z = 0.4188 shows enhanced star-forming regions with
luminous UV radiation across the central bar and along the
spiral arms, and G2 at z = 0.7818 shows a well-developed
central bar and two spiral arms that are dominated by older
stellar population with some trace of on-going star forma-
tion at the ends of the bar and the spiral arms (as revealed
by faint UV emission; see also Figure 7).
We measure the inclination angle (i0) of each galaxy
based on the ratio of the observed spatial extent along the
major and minor axes, and find that i0 = 40
◦ for G1 and
i0 = 25
◦ for G2. Uncertainties in the inclination angle are
roughly ±3◦. We also measure the position angle of the ma-
jor axis on the sky and find P.A. = 173◦ measured north
through east for G1 and P.A. = 13◦ for G2. Uncertainties in
the position angle are roughly ±5◦. Here we summarize pho-
tometric and spectroscopic properties of these two galaxies.
3.1 G1 at z = 0.4188
We first note that Morgan et al. (2005) analyzed the ACS
F555W and F814W images and measured 4′′-diameter aper-
ture photometry for this galaxy. These authors reported
mF555W = 21.18 ± 0.02 and mF814W = 21.16 ± 0.01 in the
STmag system (e.g. Koorneef et al. 1986). In addition, they
obtained an optical spectrum of the galaxy and measured
a mean redshift z = 0.4191 ± 0.0002 based on observations
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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Table 1. Summary of Galaxy Properties
θlens ρ i0 P.A.
a AB(F275W,F555W,F814W)b MB 12 EWHα SFR M∗
zgal (
′′) (kpc) (◦) (◦) (mag) (mag) + log(O/H) (A˚) (M/yr) (M)
G1 0.4188 8.9 49 40 173 (23.39 ± 0.02, 21.16 ± 0.01, 20.39 ± 0.01) −20.5 8.32 ± 0.07 80 ± 5 4.3 (2 − 3) × 1010
G2 0.7818 4.4 33 25 13 (24.50 ± 0.04, 22.35 ± 0.02, 20.79 ± 0.01) −22.0 ... ... > 0.8 ≈ 8 × 1010
aPosition angle of the inclined disk measured north through east.
bAperture photometry measured in a 4′′ diameter aperture centered at the galaxy.
Figure 2. Optical spectrum of G1 obtained using MagE on the
Magellan Clay Telescope. The data reveal numerous emission fea-
tures (marked by long dashed lines) with a mean redshift at
z = 0.4188 ± 0.0001. The corresponding 1-σ error spectrum is
shown in cyan at the bottom above the zero flux level (dash-
dotted line). Contaminating sky residuals are dotted out for clar-
ification.
of [O II], Hβ, and [O III]. Furthermore, these authors also
noted the presence of a second galaxy at z = 0.4189 at 3.5
times angular distance away, θlens = 31.4
′′ (G22 in their pa-
per), suggesting that G1 may be associated with a galaxy
group.
Our MagE observations of G1 confirm that the galaxy
spectrum is dominated by a blue continuum and strong
emission line features (Figure 2). In addition to [O II], Hβ
(which occurs in the terrestrial atmospheric B band absorp-
tion), and [O III], we also detect [N II], Hα, and higher-
order Balmer emission lines. A cross-correlation analysis
with a linear combination of SDSS eigen spectra of galax-
ies returns a best-fit redshift and redshift uncertainty of
z = 0.4188± 0.0001. At this redshift, the projected distance
between G1 and the lens is ρ = 49 kpc.
We determine the interstellar oxygen abundance of G1
using the semi-empirical correlation between 12 + log(O/H)
and N2 ≡ log [N II]/Hα from Pettini & Pagel (2004). We
adopt the N2 index for the interstellar oxygen abundance
measurement of G1, because it is based on two closely lo-
cated lines ([N II]λ 6853 and Hα) and not sensitive to un-
certainties in flux calibration and/or differential dust ex-
tinction. Based on the observed [N II] and Hα line ratio, we
derive 12 + log(O/H) = 8.32± 0.07 for the gas phase abun-
dance in the ISM of G1.
To determine the intrinsic luminosity, color, stellar
mass, and star formation rate (SFR) of the galaxy, we
also measure aperture photometry of galaxy G1 in the
archival optical and UV images obtained using HST ACS
and WFC3. Within a 4′′ diameter aperture, we measure
AB(F275W) = 23.39 ± 0.02, AB(F555W) = 21.16 ± 0.01,
AB(F814W) = 20.39±0.01. At z = 0.4188, the observed ap-
parent magnitudes lead to rest-frame absolute magnitudes
of MB = −20.5 in the B band and MR = −21.3 in the R
band, and g − r color of g − r = 0.4 mag for the galaxy.
Adopting the color-based stellar mass-to-light ratio
M∗/L from Bell et al. (2003) for different stellar initial
mass functions, we estimate a total stellar mass of M∗ ≈
(2− 3)× 1010 M for G1. Adopting the stellar mass to halo
mass relation of Behroozi et al. (2010), we further estimate
the dark matter halo mass of G1 to be Mh ∼ 1012 M. Fi-
nally, we estimate the on-going SFR based on the observed
Hα equilvalent width (EWHα) and rest-frame R-band mag-
nitdue. We measure EWHα = −80 ± 5 A˚ and infer a total
Hα flux of fHα = 8 × 1041 erg s−1 under the assumption
that EWHα is roughly constant across the disk. Adopting
the star formation rate calibration of Kennicutt & Evans
(2012), we estimate an unobscured SFR of≈ 4.3 M yr−1 for
G1 which is roughly six times higher than the SFR inferred
from the observed UV flux in the F275W band. The differ-
ence between Hα and UV inferred SFR can be attributed to
either dust extinction or spatial inhomogeneities in EWHα.
We cannot constrain the dust content based on the observed
flux ration between Hα and Hβ lines, because Hβ falls in the
atmosphere B-band absorption.
A summary of the optical properties of G1 is pre-
sented in the first row of Table 1. We conclude that G1
at z = 0.4188 is an L∗ galaxy with photometric properties
consistent with typical blue star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 0.4
(e.g. Noeske et al. 2007; Zhu et al. 2011).
3.2 G2 at z = 0.7818
Optical photometry of this galaxy has also been reported by
Morgan et al. (2005), who measured mF555W = 22.25± 0.04
and mF814W = 21.26± 0.01 in the STmag system over a 4′′-
diameter aperture. However, no spectroscopic observations
have been made by this team. It is possible that G2 and
the lens are correlated, because of a small angular distance
(θlens = 4.4
′′, corresponding to ρ = 25 kpc at z = 0.45)
between the two galaxies. But as noted earlier by Wisotzki
et al. (2003) and Morgan et al. (2005), detailed lens models
have shown thatG2 is more likely located at a cosmologically
distinct redshift from the lens.
Our MagE observations of G2 revealed a faint emission
line at 6644 A˚, along with absorption features that are con-
sistent with [O II] and Ca II H&K absorption doublet at z =
0.7818. Figure 3 shows both the extracted one-dimensional
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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Figure 3. Optical spectrum of G2 obtained using MagE on the
Magellan Clay Telescope. The corresponding 1-σ error spectrum
is shown in cyan at the bottom above the zero flux level (dash-
dotted line), while a rectified two-dimensional spectral image is
presented at the top. Contaminating sky residuals are dotted out
for clarification. We identify a faint emission line at 6644 A˚, along
with absorption features that are consistent with [O II] and Ca II
H&K absorption doublet at z = 0.7818. We measure the red-
shift using a cross-correlation analysis with a linear combination
of SDSS eigen spectra of galaxies. The best-fit model template is
shown as the red spectrum, which also displays matched absorp-
tion features due to the Balmer series.
spectrum and the corresponding two-dimensional spectral
image. At this redshift, Hβ and [O III] are covered by the
MagE data but occur in the forest of OH sky lines. We
therefore cannot robustly determine the presence/absence
of Hβ and [O III] lines. A cross-correlation analysis with a
linear combination of SDSS eigen spectra of galaxies re-
turns a best-fit redshift and redshift uncertainty of z =
0.7818 ± 0.0004. We present the best-fit model spectrum
in red in Figure 3. Comparing the observed spectrum and
best-fit model also reveals the presence of Balmer absorption
series, suggesting a post-starburst nature of the galaxy.
We have also measured aperture photometry of galaxy
G2 in the archival optical and UV images obtained us-
ing HST ACS and WFC3. Within a 4′′ diameter aperture,
we measure AB(F275W) = 24.50 ± 0.04, AB(F555W) =
22.35±0.02, AB(F814W) = 20.79±0.01. At z = 0.7818, the
observed F814W band corresponds well with rest-frame B
band. The observed F814W magnitude therefore translates
to a rest-frame B-band absolute magnitude of MB = −22.0
for G2, which is roughly 1.7L∗ (Faber et al. 2007).
At z = 0.78, the rest-frame R band is redshifted into
the observed J band. Without near-infrared photometry, we
cannot accurately determine the total stellar mass of G2.
While the apparent red color of G2 in Figure 1 indicate lit-
tle on-going star formation, an accurate estimate of the to-
tal stellar would require rest-frame optical and near-infrared
colors. Adopting the same mass-to-light ratio from G1 leads
to M∗ ≈ 8×1010 M and Mh ∼ 5×1012 M for G2. Finally,
we constrain the on-going SFR based on the observed UV
flux in the F275W band and derive an unobscured SFR of
> 0.8 M yr−1 for G2.
A summary of the optical properties of G2 is presented
in the second row of Table 1. We conclude that G2 at
z = 0.7818 is a massive, super-L∗ galaxy with spectro-
scopic properties similiar to quiescent star-forming galaxies
at z = 0.5− 1 (e.g. Poggianti et al. 2009).
4 VELOCITY MAPS OF GASEOUS HALOS
The available HST images have yielded important con-
straints for both the photometric and morphological prop-
erties of galaxies G1 and G2. The next step is to analyze
the absorption profiles revealed along multiple sightlines, in
order to establish a spatially resolved velocity map of ab-
sorbing clouds in the galactic halo.
The absorption-line analysis is, however, complicated
due to a mixed spectral quality in the available data. As
described in § 2.3, MIKE echelle spectroscopy was carried
out for QSO sightlines A, B, and C, while MagE echellette
observations were carried out for QSO sightlines A, C, and
D during two different observing periods. The native spec-
tral resolutions offered by MIKE and MagE are ≈ 10 and
≈ 70 km s−1, respectively. In addition, because the QSO
images are fainter than the nominal source brightness for
attempting MIKE spectroscopy, we adopted heavy binning
during readout to increase the observation efficiency. As a
result, we are able to separate individual absorbing compo-
nents separated by >∼ 10 km s
−1 in the MIKE spectra, but
we are unable to resolve individual resolution elements. For
absorption spectra obtained with MagE, we cannot resolve
features on scales < 70 km s−1. The expectation is that
while fluctuations on small velocity scales along a single line
of sight may be lost due to heavy binning or low spectral
resolution, large-scale velocity gradient across different lines
of sight can still be resolved.
In this section, we first describe the procedures devel-
oped for analyzing the under-sampled absorption spectra.
The results from individual sightlines are then combined
to establish a crude 3D velocity map for the gaseous halos
around G1 and G2, which are described in the subsequent
sections.
4.1 Analysis of Absorption Profiles
A Mg II absorber is detected in every sightline through the
halo of each of the two galaxies in our study. The absorber
strength observed in these galaxies is typical of what is seen
in previous close QSO–galaxy pair studies (e.g. Chen et al.
2010a,b). We focus our analysis on the observed Mg II ab-
sorption doublet, because these are the strongest transitions
that can be observed in the optical echelle data and because
in nearly all four sightlines these are the only transitions
that are detected at > 10σ level of significance. Given that
only Mg II absorption is observed, we cannot obtain direct
constraints for the physical properties of the gas. In the fol-
lowing analysis, we infer a mean gas metallicity based on
the empirical metallicity–Wr(2796) relation of Murphy et
al. (2007; see also Ledoux et al. 2006), and assume an ion-
ization fraction of fMg+ = 0.1 based on a simple ionization
model presented in Chen & Tinker (2008).
For G1, we have MIKE spectra available for sightlines
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A, B, and C and MagE spectra available for D for a com-
plete four-point mapping of its gaseous halo as offered by
the quad-lens system. For G2, however, the associated Mg II
absorption doublet occur near the cross-over wavelength of
the dichroic in MIKE, where the signal-to-noise (S/N) of the
data is particularly poor. Consequently, only MagE spectra
of A, C, and D are available for mapping the gaseous halo
of G2.
To account for the mixed spectral quality and derive a
robust velocity map, we develop custom computer programs
for analyzing the observed absorption profiles. The primary
goal of our analysis is to obtain an accurate map of the
velocity field across different sightlines.
We first characterize the observed absorption along each
sightline as due to discrete clouds. Under this scenario,
we generate a model absorption profile based on the sum
of a minimum number, nc, of Voigt profiles necessary to
explain the observed kinematic signatures. The model de-
pends on a set of free parameters, including for each compo-
nent the velocity offset with respect to the systemic redshift
of the galaxy (∆ vc), the Mg II absorption column density,
log Nc(Mg II), and Doppler parameter, bc, necessary to de-
fine the Voigt profile. We then convolve the model profile
with a Gaussian function that is appropriate for simulating
the instrument resolution offered by MIKE/MagE. We bin
the convolved model spectrum to match the size of the spec-
tral pixel in the data. We then compare the binned model
spectrum with the observed absorption spectrum and its
corresponding error spectrum, and calculate the χ2. Finally,
we constrain the model parameters by minimizing the χ2.
We note that because the absorption spectra are under-
sampled and many components are saturated (see Figure 4
for examples), Nc(Mg II) and bc are not well constrained
and serve only as a guide. On the other hand, the velocity
centroid of each identified component is well determined to
be better than a small fraction of the resolution element
(∼ 2 km s−1), which is the key measurement necessary for
constructing an accurate 3D velocity map.
Next, we characterize the observed absorption as due to
density fluctuations in the Mg+ ions and measure the effec-
tive optical depth τeff as a function of line-of-sight velocity
offset ∆ v. The effective optical depth is defined as
τeff = − ln 〈F 〉 ≡ − ln 〈 e−τ 〉, (1)
where τ is the underlying Mg II optical depth and 〈F 〉 is
the mean continuum-normalized flux per pixel. We com-
pute τeff using the best-fit model from the Voigt profile
analysis described above to avoid saturated pixels or pix-
els with negative fluxes. The observed τeff provides a sim-
ple and non-parametric characterization of how the mean
Mg II absorption varies with ∆ v along individual sightlines.
It does not depend on detailed assumptions of the number
of absorption clumps that may be blended in each observed
absorption component. We also compute the optical depth-
weighted mean velocity offset, ∆ vτ , and the velocity width
that encloses 90% of the total line-of-sight effective optical
depth, δ v90, for quantifying the line-of-sight gas kinemat-
ics. Because ∆ vτ is calculated based on the effective optical
depth per pixel, the uncertainties in ∆ vτ is approximately
the pixel resolution of the data, which is 10 km s−1 for MIKE
and 40 km s−1 for MagE spectra.
4.2 Spatially Resolved Halo Gas Kinematics
around the Blue Star-forming Galaxy G1 at
z = 0.4188
Absorption kinematics of halo gas around the L∗ galaxy
G1 is displayed in Figure 4, which shows the Mg II λλ
2796,2803 absorption profiles observed along the four lensed
QSO sightlines. The zero relative velocity in each panel cor-
responds to the systemic redshift of the galaxy at z = 0.4188.
The best-fit model spectrum of each sightline (obtained fol-
lowing the procedures described in § 4.1) is also presented
in red for comparison. The observations have uncovered a
relatively uniform coverage of Mg II absorbing gas at ∼ 50
projected kpc from the star-forming disk, with all four sight-
lines displaying a strong Mg II absorber of Wr(2796)
>
∼ 1 A˚.
In addition, while individual components along individual
sightlines are observed to spread over a large velocity range,
∼ 160 km s−1 along the sightline toward the B image and
∼ 140 km s−1 toward C, the absorption morphology appears
to be remarkably similar across these sightlines with a dom-
inant absorption pair occuring near the systemic redshift
of G1 and trailed by a second pair of absorption features
at ≈ +110 km s−1. Only a relatively small velocity shear
(∆ v ≈ 20 km s−1) is seen between different sightlines that
are separated by 8− 10 kpc in projected distances.
As described in § 3.1, G1 is a typical blue star-forming
galaxy at z = 0.4188 and ∼ 50 kpc in projected distance
from the quad-lens system. The galaxy has a fainter com-
panion at ≈ 120 kpc in projected distance farther away from
the QSO sightlines. The star-forming disk of G1 is charac-
terized by an inclination angle of i0 = 40
◦ and position angle
of P.A. = 173◦ measured north through east. In Table 2, we
list for each sightline the angular separation between G1 and
each QSO image θqim, the corresponding projected distance
ρ, the azimuthal angle α of the QSO sightline with respect to
the major axis of the star-forming disk, the rest-frame ab-
sorption equivalent width intergrated over all components
Wr(2796), the optical depth-weighted mean velocity offset
∆ vτ , the velocity width that encloses 90% of the total line-
of-sight effective optical depth, δ v90, the number of com-
ponents nc necessary to reproduce the observed absorption
profile along each sightline, and the respective best-fit Voigt
profile parameters of each Mg II absorbing component [∆ vc,
log N(Mg II), bc]. Given the observed Wr(2796), we further
estimate a chemical enrichment level of fZ = 0.1− 0.4 solar
metallicity for the Mg II absorbers around G1 based on the
redshift-corrected metallicity–Wr(2796) relation of Murphy
et al. (2007). Including the scatter observed by Murphy et
al. (2007), the gas metallicity can be as high as 0.9 solar and
as low as 0.05 solar.
Combining known orientation of the quadruply-lensed
QSOs to G1 from available HST images with the observed
Mg II λλ 2796,2803 absorption profiles along individual QSO
sightlines leads a 3D velocity map of halo gas around the
galaxy. The top panel of Figure 5 shows the relative ori-
entation of the quadruply-lensed QSO to G1 at ρ ∼ 50
kpc. The spectral images in the bottom of Figure 5 display
the effective optical depth τeff of Mg II versus line-of-sight
velocity offset from z = 0.4188 (the systemic redshift of
G1). The values of τeff are indicated by the color bar in the
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Table 2. Spatial Variation of Mg II Absorption Propertiesa around G1 at z = 0.4188
θqim ρ α
c Wr(2796) ∆ vτ δ v90 ∆ vc bc
Sightlineb (′′) (kpc) (◦) (A˚) (km s−1) (km s−1) nc component (km s−1) log Nc(Mg II) (km s−1)
A 9.7 53.6 119 1.1± 0.1 +76 169 3 1 +26 13.1 19
2 +64 13.4 19
3 +153 13.1 13
B 8.1 44.7 120 1.9± 0.1 +32 185 4 1 −23 13.7 27
2 +19 14.0 27
3 +96 13.2 27
4 +135 13.5 27
C 7.8 43.1 130 1.5± 0.1 +18 163 4 1 −11 14.2 15
2 +41 13.4 15
3 +95 12.8 20
4 +125 12.5 20
D 9.6 53.0 130 1.0± 0.1 +54 161 2 1 +22 13.6 22
2 +112 13.1 22
aDue to a heavy binning in the data, Nc(Mg II) and bc are not well constrained in the Voigt profile analysis and serve only as a guide.
bThe projected distances between different sightlines are (AB,AC,AD,BC,BD,CD) = (8.8, 13.8, 10.3, 8.2, 12.2, 10.0) kpc.
cAzimuthal angle of the QSO sightline from the major axis of the star-forming disk (measured counterclockwise).
lower-left corner. We note that the projected distances be-
tween different sightlines are (AB,AC,AD,BC,BD,CD) =
(8.8, 13.8, 10.3, 8.2, 12.2, 10.0) kpc. From the inner sightlines
B and C at ρ ≈ 45 kpc (bottom two spectral images) to the
outer ones A and D at ρ ≈ 55 kpc (top two spectral images),
we observe a consistent increase in the relative velocity off-
sets of regions where dominant absorption occurs. The spa-
tial coherence between four different sightlines, as evident
from both the absorption signatures presented in Figure 4
and the velocity shears displayed in Figure 5, strongly sug-
gests that the absorbing gas follows an organized motion.
4.3 Spatially Resolved Halo Gas Kinematics
around the Quiescent Star-forming Galaxy G2
at z = 0.7818
Absorption kinematics of halo gas around the super-L∗
galaxy G2 is displayed in Figure 6, which shows the Mg II
λλ 2796,2803 absorption profiles observed along three of
the four QSO sightlines. The zero relative velocity in each
panel corresponds to the systemic redshift of the galaxy.
Recall that the Mg II absorption doublet associated with
G2 occur near the cross-over wavelength of the dichroic in
MIKE where the S/N of the spectra is particularly poor.
Only moderate-resolution MagE spectra are available for
detecting the Mg II absorption feature at this redshift. In
every panel, the continuum normalized absorption spectrum
is shown in black solid histograms with contaminating fea-
tures dotted out and the corresponding 1-σ error spectrum
shown in thin cyan. The best-fit model spectrum of each
sightline that takes into account the spectral resolution of
the instrument as described in § 4.1 is also presented in red
for comparison.
Similar to G1, the observations have uncovered a rel-
atively uniform coverage of Mg II absorbing gas at ∼ 30
projected kpc from the barred spiral, with all three sight-
lines showing the presence of Mg II absorption. In contrast
to G1, however, the gaseous halo around G2 displays only a
moderately strong Mg II absorber of Wr(2796) = 0.5 − 0.7
A˚ along these sightlines at smaller projected distances from
the galaxy. The observed Wr(2796) implies a low chemi-
cal enrichment level of fZ = 0.06 solar metallicity for the
Mg II absorbers around G2 based on the redshift-corrected
metallicity–Wr(2796) relation of Murphy et al. (2007). In-
cluding the scatter observed by Murphy et al. (2007), the gas
metallicity can be as high as 0.15 solar and as low as 0.01
solar. In addition, despite a lower spectral resolution, the
MagE data show remarkably distinct absorption morphol-
ogy across different sightlines. In particular for C′ and D′
(after lensing correction at z = 0.7818; see the image in Fig-
ure 7) at a similar projected distance from G2 and roughly 6
kpc apart, the observed Mg II absorption is spread over 130
km s−1 along the sightline toward C′, whereas more con-
centrated absorption is found within a narrow FWHM ≈ 42
km s−1 along the sightline toward D′.
As described in § 3.2, G2 is a massive, quiescent star-
forming galaxy at z = 0.7818 and ∼ 30 kpc in projected
distance from the quad-lens system. No companion is known
for this galaxy. The star-forming disk of G2 is nearly face-on
with an inclination angle of i0 = 25
◦ and position angle of
P.A. = 13◦ measured north through east. In addition, G2
occurs behind the lensing galaxy at zlens = 0.4546 and the
angular separations observed between lensed QSO images
only apply to objects at z <∼ zlens. Assuming that the QSO
is located directly behind the lens1, we compute the lensed
image positions at the z = 0.7818 plane through ray tracing.
1 We note that Morgan et al. (2005) find that a lens model
should include shear from neighboring galaxies in order to simul-
taneously reproduce the observed locations and flux ratios of the
lensed quasar. With shear included, the unknown source position
is found by the best-fit model to be 0.14′′W and 0.13′′S from the
center of the lens (The best-fit parameters were generously pro-
vided to us by C. Kochanek, private communication). Assuming
this source position, the impact parameters we report in Table
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Figure 4. Mg II λλ 2796,2803 absorption profiles along four dif-
ferent sightlines through the halo around the L∗ galaxy G1 at
z = 0.4188. Zero relative velocity corresponds to the systemic
redshift of the galaxy. In every panel, the continuum normal-
ized absorption spectrum is shown in black solid histograms with
contaminating features dotted out for clarification, and the corre-
sponding 1-σ error spectrum is shown in thin cyan. The absorp-
tion spectra of A, B, and C are from the high-resolution MIKE
observations, while the spectrum of D is from MagE (§ 2.3). The
red spectrum shows the best-fit model (with a reduced χ2 ≈ 2),
which takes into account the instrument resolution and pixel bin-
ning during readout (§ 4.1). The Mg II absorption doublet is gen-
erally characterized by a dominant component near the systemic
velocity, which is followed by secondary absorbing components at
∼ 100 km s−1 in the red. Such kinematic signatures apply to all
four sightlines separated by 8−10 kpc in projected distances, and
only a relatively small velocity shear (between ∆ v ≈ 20 km s−1)
is seen across these different sightlines.
The results are shown as green stars in the top panel of
Figure 7.
The top panel of Figure 7 displays the relative orienta-
tion of the quadruply-lensed QSO to G2. We have combined
a high-contrast image of the lensed QSOs with an image of
G2 which is adjusted to emphasize the spiral structures. The
relative spatial scale remains the same as what is shown in
Figure 1. The green star symbols indicate where the light
from the QSO crosses the plane of G2. We designate the
lensing corrected image positions as A′, B′, C′, and D′. In
Table 3, we list for each sightline the lensing-modified angu-
lar distance of G2 to the QSO image θqim at the z = 0.7818,
the corresponding projected distance ρ, the azimuthal angle
α of the QSO sightline with respect to the major axis of
the star-forming disk, the rest-frame absorption equivalent
width intergrated over all components Wr(2796), the optical
depth-weighted mean velocity offset ∆ vτ , the velocity width
3 and § 4.3 change by less than 1 kpc, which does not affect the
results reported in this paper.
Figure 5. Spatially resolved halo gas kinematics around the L∗
galaxy G1 at z = 0.4188. The top panel shows the relative ori-
entation of the quadruply-lensed QSO to G1 at ρ ∼ 50 kpc. The
spectral images at the bottom display the effective optical depth
τeff of Mg II versus line-of-sight velocity offset from z = 0.4188
(the systemic redshift of G1) for individual sightlines with in-
creasing projected distance ρ from bottom to top. The values of
τeff are indicated by the color bar in the lower-left corner. Note
that the projected distances between any two sightlines are very
similar, ∼ 10 kpc. The apparent velocity shear is found to be ∼ 40
km s−1 between A and B or between C and D with increasing ρ,
while a velocity difference of <∼ 20 km s−1 is seen between A and
D or between B and C that are at similar projected distances.
that encloses 90% of the total line-of-sight effective optical
depth, δ v90, the number of components nc necessary to re-
produce the observed absorption profile along each sightline,
and the respective best-fit Voigt profile parameters of each
component [∆ vc, log N(Mg II), bc].
Combining known orientation of the QSO images to G2
with the observed Mg II λλ 2796,2803 absorption profiles
along individual QSO sightlines leads a 3D velocity map
of halo gas around the galaxy. The spectral images in the
bottom of Figure 7 display the effective optical depth τeff
of Mg II versus line-of-sight velocity offset from z = 0.7818
(the systemic redshift of G2). The values of τeff are indi-
cated by the color bar in the lower-left corner. We note that
the projected distances between different lensed sightlines
at z = 0.7818 are (A′C′,A′D′,C′D′) = (7.8, 5.7, 5.7) kpc.
In constrast to the halo around G1, the absorbers uncov-
ered along sightlines at smaller projected separations from
G2 show distinct velocity structures with a difference in the
mean velocity of ≈ 90 km s−1. Such distinct line-of-sight
velocity distributions suggests a turbulent halo gas near the
star-forming disk of G2.
5 DISCUSSION
Combining known orientations of the quadruply-lensed
QSOs to two foreground galaxies with the observed Mg II λλ
2796,2803 absorption profiles along individual QSO sight-
lines has allowed us for the first time to resolve the kine-
matics of tenuous halo gas on scales of 5−10 kpc at z > 0.2
(cf. Verheijen et al. 2007). We detect a Mg II absorber in
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Table 3. Spatial Variation of Mg II Absorption Propertiesa around G2 at z = 0.7818
θqim ρ α
c Wr(2796) ∆ vτ δ v90 ∆ vc bc
Sightlineb (′′) (kpc) (◦) (A˚) (km s−1) (km s−1) nc component (km s−1) log Nc(Mg II) (km s−1)
A′ 4.9 36.8 26 0.51± 0.03 +187 280 2 1 +123 12.8 91
2 +258 12.8 23
C′ 4.1 31.0 16 0.72± 0.03 +97 280 2 1 +57 13.2 61
2 +185 12.9 20
D′ 4.2 31.1 27 0.56± 0.04 +36 102 1 1 +35 13.3 25
aWith a moderate spectral resolution, Nc(Mg II) and bc are not well constrained in the Voigt profile analysis and serve only as a guide.
aThe projected distances between different lensed sightlines at z = 0.7818 are (A′C′,A′D′,C′D′) = (7.8, 5.7, 5.7) kpc.
bAzimuthal angle of the QSO sightline from the major axis of the star-forming disk (measured counterclockwise).
Figure 6. Mg II λλ 2796,2803 absorption profiles of halo gas
around the super-L∗ barred spiral galaxy G2 at z = 0.7818.
Absorption spectra of QSO sightlines A′, C′, and D′ (corrected
lensed image positions at the redshift plane of G2; see the im-
age in Figure 7) obtained with MagE are available. Zero rela-
tive velocity corresponds to the systemic redshift of the galaxy
at z = 0.7818. Despite a lower spectral resolution, the MagE
spectra show remarkably distinct absorption morphology across
different sightlines. In particular, sightlines C′ and D′ occur at a
similar projected distance from G2 and are roughly 6 kpc in pro-
jected separation. The observed Mg II absorption is spread over
130 km s−1 along the sightline toward C′, whereas more concen-
trated absorption is found within a narrow FWHM ≈ 42 km s−1
along the sightline toward D′.
every sightline through the halo of each of the two galaxies
in our study. The absorber strength observed in these galax-
ies is typical of what is seen in previous close QSO–galaxy
pair studies (e.g. Chen et al. 2010a,b). While both galaxies
confirm previously reported high covering fraction of Mg II
absorbing gas at ρ < 50 kpc from star-forming disks, they
also present two contrasting examples of the complex halo
gas dynamics.
For G1, a likely member of a loose group as suggested
by a neighboring galaxy at a projected distance of 120 kpc
away, a strong Mg II absorber of Wr(2796) > 1 A˚ is present
in all four sightlines at ≈ 50 kpc from the star-forming disk.
The absorbers from different sightlines that are ∼ 10 kpc
apart in projected separations share a similar asymmetry in
their absorption profiles. We show a stacked halo velocity
Figure 7. Spatially resolved halo gas kinematics around the
super-L∗, barred spiral galaxy G2 at z = 0.7818. The top panel
shows the relative orientation of the quadruply-lensed QSO to G2
at ρ ∼ 30 kpc. We have combined a high-contrast image of the
lensed QSOs with an image of G2, adjusted to emphasize the spi-
ral structures. The relative spatial scale remains the same as what
is shown in Figure 1. In addition, because G2 is located behind
the lens, the actual angular separations between the lensed QSO
sightlines are smaller than what are marked by the lensed QSO
images. The green star symbols indicate where the light from
the QSOs crosses the z = 0.7818 plane. Similar to Figure 5, the
spectral images at the bottom display the effective optical depth
τeff of Mg II versus line-of-sight velocity offset from z = 0.7818
(the systemic redshift of G2) for individual QSO sightlines (with
increasing projected distances ρ from bottom to top). The val-
ues of τeff are indicated by the color bar in the lower-left corner.
The projected distances between A′D′ and C′D′ are comparable,
which are ∼ 6 kpc. But similar to what is found for the halo
of G1, a larger velocity shear is seen with increasing ρ than at
comparable ρ.
profile in the top panel of Figure 8, which is established by
coadding the observed effective optical depth of Mg II along
four different sightlines through the halo of G1. The coad-
ded velocity profile is clearly inconsistent with a Gaussian
distribution, likely indicating that the absorbing gas is not
distributed randomly in the halo. In addition, the velocity
width that encloses 90% of the total line-of-sight effective
optical depth is d v90 ≈ 170 km s−1 across all four sightlines
with a steady increase of ∆ vτ from small (B and C) to large
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Figure 8. Collective velocity profiles of the gaseous halos around
G1 (top) and G2 (bottom) from coadding the observed effective
optical depth of Mg II versus velocity offset along different sight-
lines through each halo. Same as Figures 4 and 6, the zero velocity
in each panel corresponds to the systemic redshift of the associ-
ated galaxy. The coadded velocity profiles from multiple sightlines
are not a Gaussian function, indicating that the absorbing gas is
not distributed randomly in each halo.
(A and D) projected distances ρ. Therefore, not only does
the absorbing gas appear to be deviating from a uniformly
distributed halo, but there also exists a strong spatial co-
herence between these four sightlines.
In contrast, a moderately strong Mg II absorber of
Wr(2796) ≈ 0.6 A˚ is detected in all three observed sight-
lines at ≈ 30 kpc from G2, a barred spiral galaxy. The Mg II
absorbers uncovered along individual sightlines that are ∼ 6
kpc apart in projected separations exhibit distinct absorp-
tion signatures, from a relatively more concentrated single
component found along the sightline toward the D′ image
with ∆ vτ = +36 km s
−1 and δ v90 = 102 km s−1, to widely
separated multiple components with ∆ vτ
>
∼ 100 km s
−1 and
δ v90 = 280 km s
−1. While MagE delivers a spectral resolu-
tion of ≈ 70 km s−1 and therefore the intrinsic width of the
single-component absorber uncovered along the D′ sightline
is likely to be < 102 km s−1, the larger δ v90 seen along the
sightlines toward A′ and C′ (which is four times the reso-
lution element) can only be driven by the underlying gas
kinematics along these sightlines. The vastly different ∆ vτ
and δ v90 along these three sightlines separated by < 10 kpc
indicate a turbulent velocity field near G2.
The rich data set allows us to begin to constrain theo-
retical models for inflows and galactic-scale outflows. Here
we examine different models by comparing the observed 3D
map of gaseous halos with model expectations. We also dis-
cuss the implications of our finding in the general under-
standing of halo gas dynamics from absorption-line observa-
tions.
5.1 Gas Flow Models
We examine different gas flow models by comparing the ob-
served 3D map of gaseous halos with model expectations.
Three models are considered here: (1) a rotating gaseous
disk; (2) collimated outflows; and (3) infalling streams or
tidally stripped gas.
5.1.1 A rotating gaseous disk
We first consider the possibility that the gas probed by the
Mg II absorption follows the rotational motion of the star-
forming disk (e.g. Steidel et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2005).
Under this scenario, the observed line-of-sight velocity off-
sets between different QSO sightlines are interpreted as a
result of velocity gradient along the rotating disk. Given the
well-resolved optical morphologies of galaxies G1 and G2,
we are able to determine the disk inclination (i0) and orien-
tation (α) relative to each QSO sightline and deproject the
observed line-of-sight velocity to the plane along the stellar
disk. Following Chen et al. (2005), the projected distance ρ
is related to galactocentric radius R according to
R
ρ
=
√
1 + sin2 α tan2 i0, (2)
and the line-of-sight velocity vlos is related to the rotation
speed vrot along the disk according to (see Steidel et al. 2002
for an alternative expression)
vrot =
vlos
cosα sin i0
√
1 + sin2 α tan2 i0. (3)
Equations (2) and (3) reduce to R = ρ and vrot = vlos/ sin i0,
when the sightline intercepts the major axis (α = 0).
For G1, sightlines A and B share a similar α and there-
fore offer a direct measure of velocity gradient along the
disk. The observed projected distance between A and B of
AB = 8.8 kpc leads to a deprojected distance of RAB = 10.9
kpc along the stellar disk. The observed line-of-sight velocity
difference, ∆ vτ (A)−∆ vτ (B) = 44±14 km s−1, leads to an
increase in the rotation speeds of dvABrot = 169 ± 46 km s−1
from B to A. Together, we derive a steep velocity gradient
of ∂ v/∂ R = 16 ± 4 km s−1 per kpc at R > 55 kpc. Simi-
larly, sightlines C and D have the same α. With RCD = 11.8
kpc and dvCDrot ≈ 104 km s−1, we derive ∂ v/∂ R ≈ 9 km s−1
per kpc at R > 50 kpc. The velocity gradient would be even
steeper, when considering the velocity shear seen between B
and C or between A and D that occur at comparable galac-
tocentric radii. While large gaseous disks of radius > 50 kpc
are known to exist, these galaxies also show a flat rotation
curve beyond the optical disks (e.g. Sofue & Rubin 2001;
Lelli et al. 2010).
A simple rotating disk cannot explain the velocity map
around G2, either. It is immediately clear that C′ and D′ oc-
cur at the same projected distance to the star-forming disk
and yet the absorbers display a line-of-sight velocity dif-
ference of 60 km s−1. Considering only component 1 along
sightline C′ at ∆ vc = +57 km s−1 would still lead to a line-
of-sight velocity difference of 22 km s−1 between C′ and D′
at the same ρ = 31 kpc. The inferred velocity gradient along
the stellar disk between D′ and A′ would also be enormous
∂ v/∂ R > 60 km s−1 per kpc at R > 30 kpc. Therefore,
we conclude that the gas kinematics revealed by the Mg II
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absorption around either G1 or G2 is inconsistent with ex-
pectations of a rotating disk.
5.1.2 Bi-conical outflows
Next, we consider the popular scenario that Mg II absorbers
detected in random QSO sightlines originate in supergalac-
tic winds (e.g. Bouche´ et al. 2006; Chelouche & Bowen 2010;
Me´nard et al. 2011; Nestor et al. 2011). In the local uni-
verse, large-scale galactic outflows are commonly seen to
follow a bi-conical pattern along the rotation axis of the
star-forming disk (e.g. Heckman et al. 2000) with a vary-
ing degree of collimation, typically 2 θ0 = 45
◦ − 100◦ above
the disk (Bland-Hawthorn, Veilleux & Cecil 2007). This
is understood as the outflowing gas moves along the path
of least resistance. In addition, observations of local star-
burst galaxies have shown that galactic-scale superwinds ex-
ist in galaxies with a global star formation rate per unit
area exceeding
∑
SFR
= 0.1 M yr−1 kpc−2 (Heckman
2002). Of the two galaxies identified in the foreground of
HE 0435−1223, G1 has an unobscured star formation rate
per unit area of
∑
SFR
(G1) ≈ 0.06 M yr−1 kpc−2 after cor-
recting for the disk inclination, and G2 has
∑
SFR
(G2) ≈
0.002 M yr−1 kpc−2. It is therefore possible that super-
galatic winds are present in at least G1, if dust extinction is
significant.
Gauthier & Chen (2012) developed an analytic formal-
ism to fully characterize the velocity gradient along bicon-
ical outflows based on observed absorption profiles. By at-
tributing the observed line-of-sight velocity spread to the
intrinsic velocity gradient along collimated outflows, these
authors demonstrated that the outflow velocity field can
be uniquely established from absorption-line data, when the
outflow opening angle θ0, and the inclination (i0) and orien-
tation (α) angles of the star-forming disk are known. They
applied this analytic model to three edge-on disk galaxies
that have a background QSO probe the halo gas near the
minor axis. The combination of highly inclined disks and a
QSO ocurring near the minor axis together helped tighten
the constraints on the outflow velocity field even with a sin-
gle QSO sightline. Gauthier & Chen (2010) showed that it
is difficult for accelerated outflows (e.g. Martin & Bouche´
2009; Steidel et al. 2010; Murray et al. 2011) to provide a
general explanation for the strong Mg II absorbers observed
near the minor axis around the galaxies in their study.
Following Gauthier & Chen (2012), we assume that the
observed Mg II absorbers in the quad-lens sightlines origi-
nated in collimated outflows from the foreground galaxies
G1 and G2, and derive the velocity gradient necessary to
explain the observed velocity shear between different sight-
lines. An important gain in our study here is the available
absorption profiles from multiple sightlines for each galaxy.
An alternative model to collimated outflows is expanding
shells (e.g. Rauch et al. 2002) that resembles wind-blown
bubbles (e.g. Heiles 1979). This alternative model is disfa-
vored here due to a lack of symmetry in the absorption pro-
files (cf. Bond et al. 2001) between different sightlines about
the systemic redshift of the galaxies.
We first constrain θ0 (defined as half of the angular span
of the collimated outflows, see Figure 9) based on known in-
clination and orientation angles of the disk and the observed
relative velocity offsets of different Mg II absorption compo-
nents along different lensed QSO sightlines. We have shown
that the star-forming disk of G1 has i0 = 40
◦, α = 120◦ for
sightlines A and B, and α = 130◦ for sightlines C and D. A
strong Mg II absorber is found in every one of the four sight-
lines. With the modest inclination of the disk and the sight-
lines intercepting the halo at ρ ≈ 50 kpc and 30◦−40◦ from
the minor axis, we derive a minimum θ0 of θ
min
0 (G1) ≈ 30◦ in
order for the collimated outflows to intercept all four sight-
lines. The maximum opening angle of the outflows for G1,
θmax0 (G1), is more uncertain, because of the complex velocity
distribution of individual components along different sight-
lines. Recall that no blueshifted components are detected
along the sightlines toward A and D and the dominant ab-
sorption along sightlines B and C occurs near the systemic
redshift of the star-forming disk at ρ ≈ 45 kpc (Figure 4 and
Table 2). Under a simple assumption that the outflowing gas
is uniformly distributed in the cone, the lack of blueshifted
components toward A and D would lead to θmax0 (G1)
<
∼ 55
◦,
while the presence of blueshifted components toward B and
C would lead to θmax0 (G1)
>
∼ 55
◦ (Figure 9). In particular,
because A and B occur at the same α, it is expected that a
continuous stream moving outward and intercepting sight-
line B to produce the blueshifted component at ∆ vc = −23
km s−1 would continue to move on to intercept sightline A
at a similar ∆ vc but the first absorbing component seen
in sightline A is nearly +50 km s−1 away. The same caveat
is seen C and D which share a similar α = 130◦. If the
blueshifted components seen in B and C arise in outflows
that are moving toward the observer, then the outer layers
of the collimated outflows are expected to be disrupted at
ρ<∼ 50 kpc before reach out to distances probed by A and D.
However, some outflowing gas would still have to move be-
yond 50 kpc in order to produce the redshifted components
see in A and D. This would imply an increasing degree of
collimation in the outflows with increasing distance. Alter-
natively, the blueshifted components observed in sightlines
B and C may not be associated with galactic winds. If at-
tributing only redshifted components in all four sightlines
as due to outflows, then we can constrain the opening angle
with θmax0 (G1)
<
∼ 55
◦.
ForG2, we found that i0 = 25
◦ for the disk, and α = 26◦
for sightlines A′ and D′, and α = 16◦ for sightline C′. With
a nearly face-on disk and the sightlines intercepting the halo
at ρ ≈ 30 kpc and α <∼ 26◦ from the major axis, we derive a
minimum θ0 of θ
min
0 (G2) ≈ 56◦ in order for the collimated
outflows to intercept all three sightlines. A large θ0 with θ0 >
65◦ would lead to blueshifted components along sightlines
A′ and D′ at ρ >∼ 30 kpc, which are not seen. Therefore, the
maximum opening angle is constrained based on the absence
of blueshifted components at θmax0 (G2) ≈ 65◦.
Next, we calculate the velocity gradient in the colli-
mated outflows that is necessary to produce the observed
velocity shear between different sightlines. Because the rel-
ative locations of individual components between different
sightlines in the collimated outflows are not known, we com-
pute the velocity gradient based on ∆ vτ , the effective optical
depth weighted line center, average over the entire absorber
in each sightline. As mentioned earlier, sightlines A and B
intercept the halo of G1 at a nearly identical azimuthal an-
gle α = 120◦ from the disk and are roughly 9 kpc apart. It is
therefore conceivable that A and B trace the same streams
of gas outflowing from the disk at some mean angle θ′ from
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Figure 9. Cartoon illustrating the impact geometry of multi-
ple sightlines intercepting conical outflows. The plane of sky is
marked by the x′−y′ axes and the z′ axis points to distant objects.
The outflow is reprepresentd by the cone oriented along the rota-
tion axis zˆ with inclination angle i0 and opening angle 2×θ0. It is
expected from this orientation that when θ0 is sufficiently large to
cross the plane of the sky, the outflows would imprint blueshifted
absorption features in the spectra of background sources. A lack of
blueshifted components would therefore constrain the maximum
θ0. Within the cone, gas streams move outward at different angle
θ′ <∼ θ0 from zˆ with corresponding inclination angle i′ (the thick
paint brush line is marked as an example of such outward moving
stream). In principle, the velocity gradient along the streams can
be directly constrained by the average velocity shears observed
between different sightlines (marked A and B) that occur at the
same azimuthal angle on the sky (Equation 4).
the disk rotation axis (see Figure 9 for illustrations). But
recall the caveat that the blueshifted components uncovered
toward B and C may not be associated with outflows, in
which case the velocity gradient inferred below would rep-
resent an upper limit.
Adopting the analytic conical outflow model of Gau-
thier & Chen (2012), we convert the line-of-sight velocity
gradient to outflow velocity along the rotation axis follow-
ing
δ v
δ z
=
cos i′ sin i′
cos θ′
δ vlos
δ ρ
, (4)
where δ vlos = ∆ vτ (A) −∆ vτ (B), δ ρ = ρ(A) − ρ(B), θ′ is
the angle of the outflowing stream away from the rotation
axis and is related to ρ and α according to
tan θ′ =
sin i0 cosα
sinα
, (5)
and i′ is the corresponding inclination angle of the stream
at θ′ and is related to ρ and θ′ according to
sin i′ =
ρ
z
cos θ′ =
sin i0 cos θ
′
sinα
. (6)
Note that θ′ = 0 and i′ = i0, if α = 90◦ (namely when the
sightlines occur near the minor axis of the disk).
Comparing ∆ vτ along A and B sightlines leads to a
velocity difference of δ v = +26 km s−1 from 60 kpc to 70
kpc in z-height for an outflowing stream at θ′ ≈ 20◦ from
the rotation axis. Likewise, sightlines C and D intercept the
halo of G1 at α = 130◦ and are 10 kpc apart. Equation (4)
leads to to a velocity difference of δ v = +20 km s−1 from
50 kpc to 60 kpc in z-height for an outflowing stream at
θ′ ≈ 28◦ from the rotation axis. The relatively shallow ve-
locity gradient is comparable to the expected acceleration in
radiation pressure driven winds at large distances (e.g. Mur-
ray et al. 2011). At the same time, the deprojected outflow
speed (∼ 100 km s−1) at > 50 kpc above the disk is signif-
icantly smaller than expectations from accelerated outflows
(e.g. Steidel et al. 2010; Murray et al. 2011), but compara-
ble to expectations for galactic winds driven by cosmic rays
(e.g. Booth et al. 2013).
For G2, sightlines A′ and D′ intercept the halo at a
nearly identical azimuthal angle α = 26◦ from the disk and
are roughly 6 kpc apart. Considering the Mg II absorbers
uncovered in these two sightlines, we calculate the veloc-
ity gradient in the collimated outflows based on the ob-
served ∆ vτ and obtain a steep velocity gradient δ v/δ z =
18 km s−1 / kpc at 30− 40 kpc above the disk. The inferred
velocity gradient exceeds expectations for accelerated out-
flows at these distances (e.g. Steidel et al. 2010; Murray et
al. 2011).
In summary, our analysis shows that a simple outflow
scenario alone cannot provide a consistent explanation for
all absorbing components found in either G1 or G2. This is
qualitatively consistent with the low metallicity (0.1 − 0.4
solar for G1 and 0.06 solar for G2) inferred for the gas based
on the observed Wr(2796). Under the assumption that the
Mg II absorbers uncovered in the vicinities of these galax-
ies originate in collimated outflows, we have demonstrated
that multiple probes afforded by the quad-lens allow us to
constrain both the outflow opening angle and the velocity
gradient. The constraints are based entirely on the relative
locations between the lensed QSOs and the line-of-sight ab-
sorption profiles, without further assumptions for how indi-
vidual components along different sightlines are associated
with one another.
For G1, attributing all the observed Mg II components
to collimated outflows would require an increased degree
of collimation with increasing distance in the outflows. If
only the redshifted components in all four sightlines are
attributed to collimated outflows, then the outflow open-
ing angle would be constrained by the data to be within
θ0 = [30
◦, 55◦]. In turn, a shallow velocity gradient of
δ v/δ r <∼ 2 km s
−1 / kpc at >∼ 50 kpc above the star-forming
disk is derived which is comparable to model expectations
for supergalactic winds, while the deprojected velocity falls
well below the model expectations. Such discrepancy be-
tween outflowing speed and the velocity gradient suggests
deceleration rather than acceleration in the outflows.
For G2, attributing all the observed Mg II components
to collimated outflows constrains the outflow opening an-
gle to within θ0 = [56
◦, 65◦]. The inferred velocity gradi-
ent would substantially exceed model expectations, requir-
ing additional energy input at >∼ 30 kpc above the disk. Tak-
ing into account the observed low
∑
SFR
in G2, we therefore
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find it unlikely that the a large fraction of Mg II absorbers
observed in all three sightlines at > 30 kpc from G2 originate
in supergalactic winds.
5.1.3 Infalling streams or stripped gas
We have shown that neither rotating disks, nor collimated
outflows can provide a single, consistent model for explain-
ing the observed Mg II absorption kinematics along multiple
sightlines around G1 and G2. At the same time, the absorp-
tion profiles exhibit a strong spatial coherence on scales of
∼ 10 kpc, suggesting the presence of bulk flows in the ha-
los. The bulk flows are characterized for G1 by (1) a similar
asymmetric absorption profile of comparable velocity width
(δ v90 ≈ 170 km s−1) across four different sightlines (Fig-
ure 8), (2) a systematic velocity increment of δ v ≈ +40
km s−1 observed from small (B and C at ρ = 44 kpc) to
large (A and D at ρ = 54 kpc) projected distances, as well
as (3) a smaller velocity difference (by a factor of ≈ 2) ob-
served between sightlines of similar projected distances and
≈ 10 kpc apart (δ vlos(BC) = 14 km s−1 at ρ ≈ 44 kpc and
δ vlos(AD) = 22 km s
−1 at ρ ≈ 54 kpc). Similarly for G2, a
large velocity increment of δ v ≈ +150 km s−1 is observed
from small (D′ at ρ = 31 kpc) to large (A′ at ρ = 37 kpc)
projected distances, and the velocity difference observed be-
tween C′ and D′ at ρ = 31 kpc and ≈ 6 kpc apart is a factor
of three smaller, with δ vlos(C
′D′) = 60 km s−1.
Here we consider a third scenario in which Mg II absorb-
ing gas originates in gaseous streams driven by gravitational
forces in the halo. Gaseous streams can be present either
due to accretion from the intergalactic medium (IGM) or
tidal/ram-pressure stripping from interacting galaxies. We
first consider streams accreted from the IGM.
Galaxies are commonly believed to grow in mass by ac-
cretion and mergers (e.g. White & Rees 1978). But while
renewed emphases (e.g. Keresˇ et al. 2005, 2009; Birnboim
& Dekel 2003; Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Dekel et al. 2009;
Fumagalli et al. 2011) have been made on the importance of
feeding galaxy growth by cold streams from the IGM, few
direct detections of accretion have been reported in distant
galaxies (e.g. Rauch et al. 2011; Rubin et al. 2012). Though
indirect evidence suggesting co-rotational motion between
gas and stellar disks has been reported by various authors
(e.g. Steidel et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2005; Kacprzak et al.
2011; Bouche´ et al. 2013). Although QSO absorbers uncov-
ered in the vicinities of galaxies in principle offer a promis-
ing candidate for infalling gas clouds, ambiguities arise when
starburst driven outflows are thought to contribute a domi-
nant fraction of these QSO absorbers.
The lack of direct detections of gas accretion has been
attributed to a low covering factor (∼ 10%) of cold streams
around galaxies (e.g. Faucher-Gigue`re & Keresˇ 2011; Fuma-
galli et al. 2011). In contrast, we have uncovered a Mg II
absorber in every observed sightline through each of the two
galaxies studied here. Our multi-sightline observations have
revealed not only that extended halo gas is clearly present,
but also that the rate of incidence in Mg II absorption is
qualitatively consistent with being 100% (e.g. Chen et al.
2010a). While the observed 100% covering fraction appears
to be discrepant from model expectations for cold accretion,
a direct comparison with simulations is difficult due to un-
known neutral hydrogen column densities of the gas revealed
through Mg II absorption.
On the other hand, the line-of-sight velocity widths
(δ v90) of the observed Mg II absorbers are roughly con-
sistent with the circular velocity of the halo, which is re-
lated to halo mass according to vcirc ∼ 144M1/312 (1 + z)1/2
km s−1 withM12 representing halo mass in units of 1012 M.
G1 is estimated to reside in a halo of 1012 M, which at
z = 0.4188 has vcirc ≈ 170 km s−1. The Mg II absorption
profiles along four sightlines near G1 show a velocity width
of δ v90 ≈ 160 − 180 km s−1. G2 is estimated to reside in
a halo of 5 × 1012 M, which at z = 0.7818 has vcirc ≈ 330
km s−1. The Mg II absorption profiles along three sightlines
near G2 show a velocity width of δ v90 ≈ 100− 280 km s−1.
Therefore, gravitation motion of infalling streams through
the halo can explain the observed velocity widths in Mg II
absorption.
Alternatively, gaseous streams can be present due to
tidal interactions (e.g. Yun et al. 1994; Putman et al. 1998)
or ram-pressure stripping (e.g. Lin & Faber 1983). In par-
ticular, G1 has a known neighboring galaxy at a projected
distance of 120 kpc away (§ 3.1), and available HST images
show features resembling tidal debris at≈ 3′′ south and≈ 2′′
northwest of G1 (Figure 1; Morgan et al. 2005). Detailed H I
maps of nearby galaxy groups from 21 cm observations (e.g.
Yun et al. 1994; Hunter et al. 1998; Chynoweth et al. 2008;
Mihos et al. 2012) have revealed extended H I gas covering
a large fraction of the area within radius ≈ 50 kpc from
the star-forming disk, and the relative velocities of the tidal
arms are found to span a range of ≈ ± 200 km s−1 from
the systemic redshift of the galay group. Given the dynamic
range of gas motion in stripped gas, we expect to find a mean
velocity spread of ∼ 230 km s−1 projected along a random
sightline which is consistent with what is measured for the
Mg II absorbers.
In summary, the modest velocity widths δ v of Mg II
absorbers observed along multiple sightlines are consistent
with the expectations of absorption produced either by in-
falling streams from the IGM or by stripped gas from tidal
interaction or ram pressure. We note that a modest velocity
width is also expected for absorption due to recycled winds
(e.g. Oppenheimer et al. 2010), but it is not clear whether
recycled winds can explain the asymmetric absorption pro-
files observed both along individual sightlines and in coadded
spectra (Figure 8). It appears that the gas kinematics re-
vealed along multiple sightlines around G1 and G2 are best
described by gaseous streams of ds
>
∼ 10 kpc in width.
5.2 Implications
We have considered three different scenarios, (1) a rotat-
ing gaseous disk, (2) collimated outflows, and (3) infalling
streams or stripped gas, as possible explanations for the ob-
served Mg II absorbers along multiple sightlines around G1
and G2. We find that attributing the observed line-of-sight
velocity differences across multiple sightlines to a rotating
disk would imply an unreasonably steep velocity gradient
at > 50 kpc. A rotating disk model is therefore ruled out.
At the same time, collimated outflows cannot fully explain
the observed velocity distribution across multiple sightlines.
While it is conceivable that some fraction of the observed ab-
sorption components originate in collimated outflows with
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the rest originating in gas infall, the inferred energetics is
significantly lower than expectations for supergalactic winds
driven by young stars (but comparable to cosmic-ray driven
winds). In contrast, gaseus streams of ds
>
∼ 10 kpc in width
due to either accretion from the IGM or tidal/ram-pressure
stripping offer the best model to fully explain the gas kine-
matics revealed by the observed Mg II absorption profiles.
We also note that the inferred metal enrichment level (be-
tween 0.06 and 0.4 solar) of the Mg II gas from Wr(2796)
is also significantly smaller than super-solar metallicity ex-
pected for the interstellar medium of massive galaxies with
M∗ > 2× 1010 M (e.g. Savaglio et al. 2005), but consistent
with expectations for infalling streams or stripped gas from
satellites or the outskirts of a star-forming disk.
Here we discuss the implications of our observations for
infall models. Specifically, we focus on the turbulence and
mass flow rate in infalling streams.
5.2.1 Turbulence in gaseous halos
While gaseous streams from either accretion or tidal debris
provide a promising explanation for the observed velocity
widths and relative motion between different sightlines, a
clear discrepancy between the observations and model ex-
pectations is the gas covering fraction. Specifically, the cov-
ering fraction of infalling material is expected to be low,
∼ 10%, through out galactic halos (e.g. Faucher-Gigue`re &
Keresˇ 2011; Fumagalli et al. 2011). This is in contrast to
the occurrence of a relatively strong Mg II absorber in every
observed sightline through the two galaxies in our study.
A potential explanation for the discrepancy between
observations and simulation predictions is turbulence.
Whether or not the streams are turbulent is assessed by
the Reynolds number (Re) of the flows. For photo-ionized
gas at temperature T ∼ 104 K that is expected for infalling
streams (e.g. van de Voort & Schaye 2012; Rosdahl & Blaizot
2012), Re is expected to be very large at Re >∼ 10
9 (Andrey
Kravtsov, private communication). In contrast to the lam-
inar flows commonly shown in numerical simulations, the
cold streams should be turbulent. Consequently, some frac-
tion of the kinetic energy is expected to be converted into
internal energy resulting in a more chaotic state of the flows,
particularly in lower density part of the streams.
Empirically, the amount of turbulence in a gas can be
determined from comparing the observed absorption line
widths of two different atoms, because the line width is char-
acterized by the Doppler parameter b which combines the
effect of thermal broadening and bulk motion. Here we can-
not use this approach to constrain the turbulent motion with
only Mg II lines available and no additional information on
the gas temperature. But in principle, we can estimate the
degree of turbulent motion based on the observed velocity
dispersion between different absorption components along
different sightlines (e.g. Rauch et al. 2002).
On the other hand, the velocity dispersion observed
along individual sightlines should indicate a combined ef-
fect of small-scale (∼ 10 kpc) turbulent motion and large-
scale (∼ 100 kpc) gravitational acceleration. The compara-
ble scale between the expected vcirc and observed δ v90 has
led us to attribute the observed velocity dispersion along
individual sightlines largely to gravitational acceleration,
which implies a significantly smaller effect of turbulent mo-
tion on the observed line-of-sight velocity dispersion.
To obtain a crude estimate for the amount of turbu-
lence in the infalling streams, we instead compare the dif-
ference in the optical depth weighted mean velocity (∆ vτ )
between pairs of sightlines. We restrict the comparison to
only pairs that occur at similar projected distances, because
of the apparent coherence in the observed velocity gradient
with increasing distance (e.g. from B and C at ρ ≈ 44 kpc
to A and D at ρ ≈ 54 kpc around G1).
For G1, sightlines B and C at ρ ≈ 44 kpc are separated
by dBC ≈ 8 kpc in projected distance and the difference in
∆ vτ is |∆ vτ (B) −∆ vτ (C)| = 14 km s−1. Similarly, sight-
lines A and D at ρ ≈ 54 kpc are separated by dBC ≈ 10
kpc and the difference in ∆ vτ is |∆ vτ (A)−∆ vτ (D)| = 22
km s−1. Together, we estimate the velocity dispersion on
scales of ds ∼ 10 kpc as a result of turbulent motion is of
order vdisp ∼
√
3 ∆ vτ ≈ 35 km s−1 at ρ ≈ 50 kpc (roughly
1/3 of the virial radius) from G1.
ForG2, sightlines C′ andD′ occur at ρ = 31 kpc and are
separated by dC′D′ ≈ 6 kpc in projected distance. The Mg II
absorbers uncovered along the two sightlines exhibit dis-
tinct kinematic features with δ v90 = 280 and 102 km s
−1for
C′ and D′, respectively. The distinct absorption profiles on
scales of ∼ 6 kpc already signal the presence of strong tur-
bulence. Even if considering only the blue component in C′
(component 1 in Table 3) as originating in the same stream,
the velocity difference would be |∆ v1c (C′)−∆ v1c (D′)| = 22
km s−1 on scales of ds ∼ 6 kpc at ρ = 31 kpc (roughly 1/6
of the virial radius) from G2.
In summary, the observed velocity offsets between dif-
ferent sightlines suggest that halo gas around G1 and G2 is
turbulent. The amount of turbulence is characterized by a
velocity dispersion of ∼ 35 km s−1 on scales of 6 − 10 kpc
at ≈ 30− 50 kpc from the star-forming disk.
5.2.2 Mass flow rate
A particularly interesting quantity regarding gaseous
streams in galactic halos is the mass flow rate, which can
be compared with model predictions. However, there are a
number of caveats that make an accurate estimate of this
quantity difficult. For example, the size and orientation of
the streams are not known. In addition, the streams in our
study here are revealed by the presence of Mg II absorption
doublet. Both the ionization fraction and metallicity of the
gas are required in order to infer the total mass contained
in the Mg II absorbers. As described in § 4.1, we assume an
ionization fraction of fMg+ = 0.1 based on a simple ioniza-
tion model presented in Chen & Tinker (2008) and infer a
chemical enrichment level of fZ = 0.1 − 0.4 solar metallic-
ity for the Mg II absorbers around G1 and fz ≈ 0.06 solar
for the Mg II absorbers around G2 based on the empirical
metallicity–Wr(2796) relation of Murphy et al. (2007).
The mass flow rate of streams probed by Mg II ab-
sorbers is characterized by the product of Mg II column den-
sity and cross section of the streams following,
M˙ ≡ ∆M
∆ t
=
1
fMg+
1
fZ
(
Mg
H
)−1

mMg N(Mg II)As (cos i
′) vs
d `
=
1
fMg+
1
fZ
(
Mg
H
)−1

mMg N(Mg II)As vlos
d `
, (7)
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where mMg is the atomic weight of magnesium, As ≡ pi d2s/4
is the cross section of the streams, i′ is the orientation of
infalling streams relative to the line of sight, vs is the velocity
of the streams, and d` is the characteristic length of the
streams probed by the sightline. Adopting a characteristic
size of streams d` ∼ ds, we can approximate the mass flow
rate as
M˙ ∼ pi
4
1
fMg+
1
fZ
(
Mg
H
)−1
mMg N(Mg II) ds vlos (8)
≈ 4× 0.1
fMg+
0.1
fZ
N(Mg II)
1013cm−2
ds
10 kpc
vlos
100 km/s
M
yr
. (9)
For an observed line-of-sight velocity of vlos ≈ 50 km s−1
and a characteristic dimension of ds = 10 kpc for the in-
falling streams probed by the Mg II absorbers, the inferred
mass flow rate is M˙ ∼ 2 M yr−1.
6 SUMMARY
In conclusion, we have established spatially resolved ve-
locity maps on scales of 5 − 10 kpc for two galaxies at
z = 0.4 − 0.8 using absorption spectroscopy of quadruply-
lensed QSO HE 0435−1223 at ρ <∼ 50 kpc from the galax-
ies. The analysis presented here demonstrates that multiple-
QSO probes enable studies of spatially resolved gas kinemat-
ics around distant galaxies, which provide key insights into
the physical nature of circumgalactic gas beyond the nearby
universe. The main results of our study are summarized as
the following:
(1) The first galaxy G1 at z = 0.4188 and ρ ≈ 50 kpc
from the quad-lens is best characterized as a typical, star-
forming L∗ galaxy with an on-going star formation rate of
SFR ∼ 4 M yr−1 and total stellar mass of M∗ ≈ (2− 3)×
1010 M. A strong Mg II absorber of Wr(2796) > 1 A˚ is
detected in everyone of the four lensed QSO sightlines in
the vicinity of the galaxy, indicating a high gas covering
fraction and suggesting a chemical enricment level of 0.1 −
0.4 solar in the halo gas. The Mg II absorption doublet is
generallly characterized by a dominant component near the
systemic velocity, which is followed by secondary absorbing
components at ∼ 100 km s−1 in the red. Such asymmetric
kinematic signatures apply to all four sightlines separated by
8−10 kpc in projected distances, and only a relatively small
velocity shear (between ∆ v ≈ 20 km s−1) is seen across
these different sightlines. The absorption profiles exhibit a
strong spatial coherence on scales of ∼ 10 kpc, suggesting
the presence of bulk flows in the halos.
(2) The second galaxy G2 at z = 0.7818 and ρ ≈ 30 kpc
from the quad-lens is best characterized as a massive, super-
L∗ galaxy that resembles quiescent star-forming galaxies
at z = 0.5 − 1. A moderately strong Mg II absorber of
Wr(2796) = 0.5− 0.7 A˚ is detected in everyone of the three
lensed QSO sightlines observed in the vicinity of the galaxy,
also indicating a high gas covering fraction and suggesting
a chemical enricment level of ≈ 0.06 solar in the halo gas.
While the Mg II absorption doublet around G2 also exhibit
an asymmetric profile, distinct kinematic signatures are ob-
served between different sightlines separated by ∼ 6 kpc,
suggesting a more turbulent nature of the halo gas.
(3) Interpreting the observed velocity shear around ei-
ther G1 or G2 as a result of an underlying rotating gaseous
disk leads to a velocity gradient as steep as ∂ v/∂ R = 16±4
km s−1 per kpc at R > 55 kpc, which is not seen in any
nearby galaxies. We therefore conclude that the gas kine-
matics revealed by the MgII absorption around either G1 or
G2 is inconsistent with expectations of a rotating disk.
(4) Interpreting the observed line-of-sight velocity shear
across all four sightlines near G1 as a result collimated out-
flows would imply an increasing degree of collimation in the
outflows with increasing distance. In addition, the inferred
outflow speed is comparable to expectations from cosmic-ray
driven winds, but is significantly smaller than expectations
from accelerated outflows. While a single collimated out-
flows model cannot fully explain the spatially resolved gas
kinematics around G1, it is conceivable that some fraction of
the observed absorption components originate in collimated
outflows. However, the inferred metallicity of the Mg II gas
appears too low, in comparison to a solar metallicity (or
higher) expected for the ISM gas of massive galaxies. In
contrast, the inferred velocity gradient for G2 would sub-
stantially exceed model expectations. It is therefore unlikely
that collimated outflows can explain the spatially resolved
gas kinematics around G2.
(5) The strong spatial coherence in Mg II absorption
across multiple sightlines is best explained by gaseous
streams of >∼ 10 kpc in width driven by gravitational forces
in the halo, either due to accretion from the IGM or stripped
gas from interacting galaxies. This is supported for G1 by
the presence of a nearby companion at 120 kpc away and by
the low metal content inferred from the absorber strength.
The absorption kinematics between sightlines at similar pro-
jected distances to the star-forming disk exhibit a velocity
offset of ≈ 20 km s−1. Interpreting the velocity difference
as a result of turbulent motion leads to an estimate for the
amount of turbulence in halo gas of ∼ 35 km s−1 in velocity
dispersion on scales of 6− 10 kpc at ≈ 30− 50 kpc from the
star-forming disk.
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